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Florida Multifamily
Brief, Outline & Scope
The brief was to design the logo, corporate identity, marketing material and website for a real
estate investment consultancy in Florida, specialising in multifamily property. As with all identity
and branding projects, we approached the project systemically working closely with the client
at each stage.

Logo & Identity
The client requested the overall branding to appear young, dynamic, fresh and personal for an
industry heavily populated by traditional, conservative, slow brokerages. A number of concepts
were explored incorporating various references to multifamily property, Florida inﬂuenced
color and letter shapes. The logo concepts were presented alongside proposed identities,
showing typeface and wider color selection. The client drove the ﬁnal selection in the direction
of a Florida map using a classic Florida associated orange. Once the logo was selected and
reﬁned the remaining identity was expanded and ﬁnalised with typography, color and
decorative elements selected. In order to meet the client’s requirements for the overall
appearance, a modern sans-serif typeface (Lato) was selected along with a clear, minimal color
palette.
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Material Generation
With the logo and branding ﬁnalised, work began on material generation, applying the identity
to a wide range of online and printed material. This ranged from business cards, book, box and
t-shirt designs, to full website design incorporating many email capture funnels. With every
design piece, care was taken to align with the client’s request for a young, dynamic and fresh
looking brand.
The largest component was the website design project which contained a large amount of
information that had to be presented clearly and intuitively in addition to enticing users to the
marketing funnels that were integrated into the site. We used my website development
knowledge to full eﬀect to design form funnels and popups that were viable, developer friendly
and could be deployed with the client’s chosen platform of WordPress + ActiveCampaign.
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CONREP
Brief, Outline & Scope
Transform an existing B2B SaaS brand and website with completely new logo, identity and
website design, aligning with client expectations for a modern brand in the B2B SaaS space.

Typeface

Enterprise class, fully-modular,
cloud-based, PSA software suite.
Ubuntu medium weight is used for the Conrep logo and headings. Headings in sentence case and in #172B5F.

Arrange a demo

Arrange a demo

Arrange a demo

Ubuntu medium, regular or light weight can be used for headings where appropriate.

Conrep professional services automation software delivers powerful
management and organisational tools for project management, HR
staffing, consulting firms and professional services organizations.
IBM Plex Sans is used for body copy and smaller text or some headings. Set in #4B5D72. Body is regular, medium and bold
can also be used where appropriate. Generous leading should be applied.

Example Shadow Use
Primary
Color
Palette
#ﬀﬀﬀ

#172B5F

#4B5D72

#1F7CFF

Enterprise class, fully-modular,
cloud-based, PSA software suite.

Additional
Color

Conrep professional services automation
software delivers powerful management
and organisational tools for project
management, HR staffing, consulting firms
#AFB6FF

#FFC442

#FFD5D7

#F6F6F6

and professional services organizations.

Arrange a Demo

If additional colors are
required, lighter shades
of any color can be used.
#FE666F

#D2F7F8

#7F7F7F

#F2F5F7

Logo & Identity
Starting with brand alignment discussion & research, it was clear that the existing branding and
identity was not ﬁt for purpose and a new approach was needed. We carried out research into
B2B SaaS branding, identity, website design, structure and functionality. A number of logo
designs and branding concepts were discussed with the client, using modern sans serif
typefaces and vivid, mobile UI inﬂuenced color palettes. Many concepts were generated and
compared with leading B2B brands.
The client drove the assembly of the ﬁnal logo design and color choice. The typeface selected
was Ubuntu, for its technical theme and clarity on desktop and mobile screens. As the typeface
was also designed for the LinuxOS of the same name, it provides a nod to the CONREP
platform, built on Linux. IBM Plex Sans was selected as the accompanying typeface, primarily
for body text, again referencing the technical foundations of the platform.
Once the ﬁnal logo and branding direction was selected, a digital brand guide was created in
order to guide website design and development.
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Website Structure & Design
The website needed to be structured, designed and developed using the new identity and also
to explain CONREP’s value proposition, features and modular nature, something which the
previous website did not do.
The following process was used to ensure project success
1. Conﬁrm high level project goals, website speciﬁcation, features, functionality
requirements.
2. Delivery of bespoke website plan; page and menu structure, content distribution plan.
3. Delivery of detailed graphic design mockups of key site pages.
4. Development and programming - with full review and adjustment prior to site launch.
Done on development server.
5. Site launch, optimisation, handover, on-going support.
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After stages 1 and 2 were completed, the website design began with a full graphic mockup of
the home page. The home page was suﬃciently long and detailed, to demonstrate to the client
many diﬀerent elements, such as menus, calls to action, embedded videos, tabbed content
sections, illustrative dashboard mockups, partner logos, marketing funnels and footer.
Once the home page design was reﬁned and approved, this provided solid baseline from which
further pages could be designed. At each stage desktop, tablet and mobile breakpoints were
carefully considered.

Website Development
After executing all design work, we developed the website in its entirety. The site is live at
conrep.com however, the client’s server has extremely poor response time, which impacts site
performance. The site achieves A graded page loading speed (gtmetrix.com) on industry
standard servers (SiteGround).
‣ https://whitelammedia.dev/conrep
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Floret Hill
Brief, Outline & Scope
The client’s brief was to create and brand an e-commerce website to sell ﬂowers within the
bespoke, artisanal Australian ﬂower industry. This was a large project that was approached very
logically and systematically starting with a logo and identity design.

Logo & Identity
A number of concepts were generated in consultation with the client, to align with their
thoughts and ideas of elegance and decorative style. During the concept generation process
and as with all projects, We was mindful as to the application of the branding further along the
project roadmap, such as how the logo can be used on social channels, the licensing
restrictions of the typefaces for website use and the contrast ratios of the ﬁnal color palate for
printing.
The client wished the logo to be decorative and badge like, so care was taken to create a design
that could be used in various forms, with minimal elements that would work at small sizes, and
full versions that would contain decorative detail.
Identity concepts were created and reﬁned along with the ﬁnal logo choice to create a uniﬁed
brand that could be rolled out across the marketing material that the client required. This
included business cards, letter head, email signatures, printed stickers and social media
friendly assets.
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E-commerce Website Structure & Design
The ﬁnal stage of the project was a full design and implementation of an e-commerce website.
The client requested a visually rich website design. The website had to be designed with
industry best practices and standards for e-commerce. It was designed with a planned
development roadmap using the WooCommerce platform. This would allow a user friendly and
intuitive buying experience to be designed along with a manageable and intuitive back-end for
order management.
A very visual home page design was created, leveraging parallax scrolling eﬀects, large images
and decorative elements. Care was taken at each level of design and development to maintain
the elegance of the brand throughout the buying process at product, cart and checkout stages.
‣ http://ﬂorethill.com.au
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Eco Oxygen Technologies
Brief, Outline & Scope
The client needed an entire website re-design, to better communicate their business and
oﬀering. In addition, they required a large technical document library to be designed into the
website that could be intuitively organised, accessed and updated.
We approached this project systematically and from the ground-up, as simply re-skinning their
existing site would not have delivered the business goals they were seeking.

Systematic & Comprehensive Project Process
Our approach to web design is holistic. It must be part of a larger process of planning, content
structure design and careful consideration of business goals in order to deliver results.
Once the website plans and structure had been agreed with the client, We was able to move
into design, concentrating on the home page, in oder to deliver an example page the client
could review on InVision. The client had little-to-no brand identity, only their logo and limited,
poorly designed marketing material. Using their logo as starting point and reference, we
assembled a clear color palette and typography that would ﬁt their industry and provide a
platform from which to develop their identity.
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Website Design Incorporating Technical Library
Once the home page was designed, reviewed and agreed, we were able to use this design as a
baseline, to design further areas of the site.
The technical library was the most challenging area of the site to design. It required a large
amount of varied document types to be accessible to non-computer savvy wastewater
engineers. Therefore we organised and designed the web interface to be highly clear and
intuitive, to promote easy discovery and search for all library documents.
We designed a web interface that could be implemented smoothly into development with
industry standard CMS organisation. This allowed easy management of the library from a
custom built back-end.
Following full design, we developed the entire site, CMS and back-end. We also assisted with
hosting conﬁguration and domain + server migration.
‣ https://eco2tech.com
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Croûton Panadería Artesana
Brief, Outline & Scope
The brief was to design the logo, identity, website and signage for a French artisan bakery in
Madrid, Spain. The identity would need to meet a number of requirements. This included
transmitting the elegance and quality of the bakery but also its modern and simple nature. The
branding would have to function across a wide range of applications, from the digital space, to
store signage and packaging, to baking decoration.
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Logo & Identity
Inﬂuenced by the Spanish designer Cruz Novillo and his use of geometric shapes, (in some
instances a lone shape used for logo design) we created a logo based on their name and cubed
baked bread. The main typeface Cormorant Serif was selected. This provided the elegance of
the traditional Garamond typeface, with licence free, multiple weight-versions available for
print and web. In addition, Lato was selected as a second typeface providing elegance and
clarity for body text and other applications.

Website & Additional Designs
A simple color palette of rich black, dark grey, white and vivid yellow was selected for maximal
elegance and care was taken when selecting the colors to ensure they could be replicated
faithfully on-screen and on store signage. Once the logo and identity concepts were agreed
with the client, the branding was used to design the website, store signage and additional
marketing material. The one-page website design uses a dark theme, in line with the store-front
appearance and branding.
‣ https://crouton.es
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Cirrus Capital
Brief, Outline & Scope
The brief was to design the logo, identity and website for a modern, tech-based real estate
broker. The client requested a fresh, modern, corporate feel to the brand but referencing the
data driven nature of the business.

Concepts & Identity
We followed a systematic process to the project and after industry research, were able to
generate a number of concepts for the client to review. All the logo concepts were presented in
the context of a uniﬁed identity to further aid the client to choose a direction for the brand.
A number of references were incorporated into the logo design of market trends, character
shapes, diﬀerent views of buildings as the client specialises in apartment real estate. Color was
selected in order to transmit a corporate identity, aligning with brands and identities found in
banking, as requested by the client. The same was applied to typeface selection, the ﬁnal choice
(Ubuntu) was made to reference the data driven nature of the business.
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Website Design
Once the brand and identity direction was agreed with the client, we proceeded to design
marketing material including a full website design. The client requested a brochure style site,
which had minimal content and large, immersive parallax image sections.
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